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P AS: The Little Engine That Could! PAS Technical Conference 2 014
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and detect. “We will pave
the future with a continued
focus on protecting our core
assets.”
Mark Carrigan, vp technology at PAS, gave the
roadmap discussion, and
talked about new releases in
HMI, Alarm Management,
Loop Optimization and
Cyber Security coming over
the next two years.
Harvey Ivey, of Southern
Company, discussed the
development of PowerGraphiX, a joint project of
PAS and Southern Company, and its use as an information display philosophy
to address the problem of
information overload on
operators.
Amy Ericson, US country
president,
Alstom,
spoke
about
the
need
for
Alstom’s Amy Ericson
improved data visualization
and operator effectiveness.
She described a Voice of the
Customer study Alstom
recently performed, showing the need for improved
alarm management, ease of
operation and control room
operational screens. Based
on these industry findings,
Alstom has partnered with
PAS for the development of
High Performance HMI
solutions, and has become
an OEM reseller of PowerGraphiX.

John Banda, of Intergraph,
and Lauhael Godinho,
business development manager for Project Integrity at
PAS, discussed using
SmartPlant Instrumentation
and Project Integrity as a
combined solution ensuring
that information from the
project design to commissioning minimizes delays,
reduces data reconciliation,
and ensures on time
startups.
Mike Timan, from Owl
Computing Technologies,
described a project to generate a new class of security solutions around segregating networks, after the
RasGas and SABIC cyber
attacks.
Mike Moody, of BASF,
talked about how BASF
executed their corporate
alarm management initiative at the site level, with
the good, the bad, the ugly,
and the lessons learned.
Mike Herrera, Brandi Lebo, and Tyler Broom of
LyondellBasell discussed a
real world case of using
Workflow Integrity, part of
the PAS PlantState Suite.
The end result was increased value from decreasing the potential of
documentation errors, annotating changes with the
workflow that allowed
them, and facilitating notification of change requests.
Mike Macha, of DHS, gave
a discussion of the various
cyber security tools developed by the Federal gov-

ernment over the past decade,
and noted that the price has
been lowered to, well, free.
Ruediger Trobisch, of M+W,
discussed a migration of a
legacy alarm management
implementation to PAS’
PlantState Suite for Axalta in
several plants in Germany
and Belgium. Since the
operators were already
using the Alarm Management Reports, the migration was performed with
minimal operational interruption.

ty. He talked a lot about compliance, and how to ensure compliance, but his discussion wasn’t
really about improving and increasing security.
Andy Geddes from Scottish Power talked about how Scottis Power has worked with PAS to configure systems to support analysis
and performance measurement for
process safety.

Leslie Burke of Southern
Brendan
Company talked about
Eric Cosman from Dow Sheehan,
Southern’s need to mainglobal martain accurate asset inventoketing leader for Honeywell Prories, implement effective
cess Solutions discussed the 20
management of change proyear relationship Honeywell has
cesses and ensure consistent
enjoyed with PAS, delivering
cyber security policies and
DOC4000 to approximately 350
practices. The solution they
operating facilities, managing
arrived at encompasses cyber
configuration for 1260 automainventory of Industrial Contion systems.
trol Systems, change management and compliance assurAllen Pfeffer, of Alstom, and
ance reporting. They call it
Hector Perez, director of business
CSI—Control System Integdevelopment at PAS, jointly disrity.
cussed how PowerGraphiX will
help Alstom’s customers operate
Dow Chemical’s peripatetic
their plants better and more safecyber security ambassador,
ly.
Eric Cosman, delivered a
very interesting discussion of
Last, Jeff Strecker, from HolIndustrial Control System
lyFrontier, talked about what he
cyber security aimed not at
called the essential tool kit for the
the engineer but at the asset
Process Control Engineer. He
owner. Any asset owner
presented an overview of the PAS
should get a copy of Cossolutions HollyFrontier has idenman’s presentation and study
tified as a way to approach and
and implement what he said.
manage their challenges in the
coming years.
Chris Humphreys from Anfield Group, formerly of DHS
And Cirque du Soleil! And a
and DOD, talked about how
great time was had by all.
to keep up with regulatory
climate change around securi-
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